INTRODUCTION
Given the chaotic nature of the atmosphere, ensemble forecasting is increasingly being embraced as an approach for providing probabilistic weather forecasts. The best method for determining a set of initial conditions for ensemble forecasts is still being debated.
We have found that there are appealing characteristics to ensembles of forecasts generated by the perturbed observation (PO) method (e.g., Houtekamer and Derome 1995; Hamill et al. 2000 ; hereafter "HSM00").
In the PO method, an ensemble of parallel three-dimensional variational (3D-Var) data assimilation and forecast cycles are computed, with individual members updated with unique perturbed observations. The perturbed observations were generated by adding random noise consistent with observational error covariances to the control set of observations. Preliminary experiments with ensembles constructed by the PO method demonstrated better spread/skill relationships than ensembles constructed by other methods (HSM00). Here, "spread" refers to the standard deviation of the ensemble about its mean, and "skill" the RMS error of the ensemble mean. One of the implications of this is that ensembles constructed in this manner may be useful for data assimilation, where statistics derived from an ensemble of shortterm forecasts can provide estimated background error covariances.
Some pioneering work has been done on the use of ensembles in data assimilation; see Evensen (1994) ; Evensen and van Leeuwen (1996) ; Houtekamer and Mitchell (1998) ; Burgers et al. (1998); and Mitchell and Houtekamer (1999) . These papers collectively describe an approach dubbed the ensemble Kalman lter, or "EnKF", so named because under the assumptions of linearity of error growth and an ensemble of infinite size, the analysis converges to that produced by the (demonstrably optimal) Kalman filter (Kalman and Bucy 1961) . Like the PO, the EnKF is produced by running a set of parallel data assimilation and forecast cycles;
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Early tests of the EnKF demonstrated the potential of the method as well as some problems.
One of the problems is that background error covariance estimates from the ensemble are often error-prone when the size of the ensemble is small. There is also an "inbreeding" effect (Houtekamer and Mitchell 1998; hereafter "HM98; " van Leeuwen 1999) when background error statisics are developed from the same ensemble forecast data that is being updated. We will propose and demonstrate an alternative to the EnKF, a hybrid data assimilation scheme very much like the EnKF, but where background error covariances are generated as a linear combination of 3D-Var timeand spatially invariant covariances and flow-dependent, ensemble-based covariances. By manually adjusting the weights applied to each covariance, the ensemble information may be used in measure appropriate for the ensemble size.
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
We assume a perfect model. A long reference integration of the quasi-geostrophic model provides the true state; the assimilation and forecast experiments then use that same model together with observations generated by adding random errors (procedure explained later).
The quasi-geostrophic model is documented in Snyder et al. (2000) and was used in HSM00. It is a mid-latitude, beta-plane, grid-point channel model that is periodic in x (east-west), has impermeable walls on the north-south boundaries, and rigid lids at the top and bottom. There is no terrain, nor are there surface variations such as land and water. Pseudopotential vorticity (PV) is conserved except for Ekman pumping at the surface, r 4 horizontal diffusion, and forcing by relaxation to a zonal mean state. The domain is 16000 8000 9 km; there are 129 grid points east-west, 65 north-south, and 8 model forecast levels, with additional staggered top and bottom levels at which potential temperature is specified. Forecast parameters are set as in HSM00.
All observations are presumed to be rawinsondes, with u-and v-wind components and observed at each of the 8 model levels and error statistics specified in HSM00. Observations and new analyses are generated every 12 h, followed by a 12-h forecast with the QG model that serves as background at the next analysis time. The control set of observations is generated by adding random noise to truth run fields, where the noise is generated to be consistent in magnitude and correlation structure with the observational error covariances (Houtekamer 1993) . The experiments are based on the four observational networks shown in Fig. 1 : For simplicity, observations are required to be located directly at model grid points. We will focus primarily on the analysis characteristics during a 90-day interval, with a new analysis performed every 12 hours. Most of the experiments were conducted with a 25-member ensemble, though 50-and 100-member ensembles were generated for the network with the data void in order to examine the influence of ensemble size.
THE ENSEMBLE AND HYBRID ASSIMILATION SCHEMES
We start from an ensemble of n analyses at some time t 0 . These analyses were generated by adding perturbations to a control analysis. We chose to use perturbations that were constructed from scaled differences between random model states, following Schubert and Suarez (1989) . We then repeat the following three-step process for each data assimilation cycle: (1) Make n forecasts to the next analysis time, here, 12 h hence. (2) For each of the n parallel cycles, generate n independent sets of perturbed observations valid at this analysis time by adding random noise to the control observations; the noise is generated in the same manner as for the control observations. (3) Produce an objective analysis, updating each of the n background fields using the associated set of perturbed observations. The data assimilation scheme is the hybrid EnKF/3D-Var, described below. We will evaluate the ensemble primarily by examining error in different norms; the L 2 norm (domain average streamfunction error); the total energy norm, and the pseudo-potential enstrophy norm. See HSM00 for definitions of these norms.
For comparison, we will also evaluate the errors of a single 3D-Var control analysis receiving unperturbed observations.
Next, we describe the hybrid assimilation scheme used for each ensemble member. We first briefly review the existing 3D-Var scheme for the QG model; our implementation of 3D-Var follows broadly Parrish and Derber (1992; hereafter "PD92") and is described in more depth in Morss (1999) . Notation below generally follows Ide et al. (1997) .
Let x be the model state vector, whose elements here are the potential vorticity at each level and grid point, along with the potential temperature at each grid point of the top and bottom boundaries. Given a set of observations y o and a background forecast x b , the analysis x a under 3D-Var is that x which minimizes
(1) where B is an approximation of the background error covariances, R is the "observation error" covariance matrix, and H is an operator that maps the model state onto the observations (here assumed linear). In our perfect-model experiments, R is simply the measurement error covariance, that is, the observations are related to the true state The analysis x a is then used as the initial condition for a subsequent QG model forecast, and that forecast becomes the background x b at the next assimilation time. Some key elements of any 3D-Var scheme are the assumptions made to obtain the approximate background covariances B. Here, B is assumed (a) to be fixed in time, (b) to be diagonal in horizontal spectral coefficients, and (c) to have separable horizontal and vertical structures with simple vertical correlations. Assumptions (a) and (b) follow PD92; for assumption (b), B is defined by
where S is the transform from spectral coefficients to grid points and C is the diagonal matrix of variances of the spectral coefficients.
We now turn to our hybrid EnKF/3D-Var scheme. In this scheme, the approximate background covariances are not given by (3), but by a weighted mean of (3) and the sample covariance matrix P b derived from the ensemble, which is fully time dependent and spatially inhomogeneous:
Details of the calculation of P b for each ensemble member are given below. By changing from 0.0 to 1.0, the analysis changes from using only flow-dependent, ensemble-based error covariances to using the original 3D-Var covariances, i.e., a "perturbed observation" analysis. The analysis increments for the hybrid scheme are obtained through iterative solution of (2), just as done in our implementation of 3D-Var.
Implementing this hybrid scheme requires an appropriate ensemble. We proceed as described in section 2: Each ensemble member is used in turn as the background forecast in (2) [with B given by (4)] and is updated based on distinct "perturbed" observations. Within this scheme, some subtlety is involved in the definition of the sample covariance matrix P b for the ensemble. As found in HM98 and explained in van Leeuwen (1999) , when the ensemble covariance statistics include information from the same member currently being updated, those covariance statistics are biased, underestimating the background errors. This can cause "filter divergence," whereby the analysis and background errors actually grow large quite rapidly but the estimate of background error statistics remains comparatively small. Rather than using the double EnKF as in HM98, we adopt a different approach which fully uses the rest of the ensemble data. To this end, when the ith member is updated, P b is derived from a sample that excludes the ith member (but only the ith member); specifically, Generally the lowest errors were at = 0.1, though for the enstrophy norm in the moderate-density network, = 0.4 exhibited the lowest error of the -values tested. The relative decrease of error depended upon the density of observations and the norm; the ratio of analysis errors at = 0.1 to = 1.0 in the L 2 norm was around 40 percent for the low-density network, near 50 percent for the network with the data void, but less than 30 percent for the moderate-and high-density networks. The greater improvement for the sparse network and the network with the data void suggests that when there are fewer observations relative to the predominant wavelength (as is the case at the mesoscale), the greater the improvement of the hybrid over a standard 3D-Var.
Also note in Fig. 2 that the errors of the 3D-Var control analysis were generally about the same as the errors of the = 1.0 ensemble mean in the L 2 norm, but the ensemble mean errors were typically slightly lower than control errors in the enstrophy norm. With the exception of the low-density network, discussed below, the result that the ensemble mean analysis at = 1.0 is competitive with or better than the control 3D-Var analysis is similar to a result noted in HSM00. There we found that the ensemble mean of the perturbed observation ensemble analyses was generally better than the control analysis, especially in the enstrophy norm, due to the smoothing of smaller-scale, less predictable features. Here, the relative improvement over the 3D-Var control is perhaps less pronounced than that noted in HSM00.
For most simulations, the ensemble mean error at = 1.0 is less than the 3D-Var control simulation error (Fig. 3) . However, for the low-density network, the error in the 3D-Var control appears to be substantially lower than the error of the ensemble mean simulations at = 1.0. This result is most likely due to an insufficiently short testing period; with so few observations in the lowdensity network, there were large low-period variations in the relative skill of the control and ensemble mean analyses, and the 90-day statistics may not have been representative of the long-term mean performance. When this comparison was repeated for a simulation almost three times as long, the relative results were reversed; ensemble mean error was much less than the 3D-Var control error. Fig. 2 also suggests the use of flow-dependent covariances in the data assimilation changes analysis characteristics in other ways, in particular by reducing temporal variations in analysis error. The standard deviation of domain-average analysis error over the 90 . days was typically greater when was larger, especially for the network with the data void. This is further demonstrated in Figs. 3 a-b , a time series of analysis errors for the data void at = 0.1 and = 1.0. One effect of using primarily flow-dependent covariances ( = 0.1) was to reduce the errors during the long spells where 3D-Var errors ( = 1.0) are especially high; that is, days with high errors were improved more than days with low errors. Also, the errors were reduced to a greater extent over the data void than over the data rich region (Figs. 4 a-b) . The effect of ensemble size on accuracy was examined only for the network with the data void.
Ensembles of size n = 50 and n = 100 were also computed. Figure 5 plots the ensemble mean errors in the L 2 norm; other norms were similar. As shown, there is a marked reduction in error at = 0.1 for n = 50 compared to n = 25, and yet slightly lower errors with n = 100. For = 0.4, n = 50 has slightly higher errors than n = 25 members; again, we expect this result is due to testing the scheme over too short a period; in a longer integration, we expect n = 50 to have the same or smaller error than n = 25.
b. Single Observation Analysis Increments
Single-observation experiments are a typical benchmark for data assimilation schemes. Here, they are particularly useful for illustrating how analysis increments depend on and n. Figures 6-8 show increments to uand v-wind components induced by a single observation of the model level 7 ( 320 HPa) zonal wind which is 1 ms ?1 higher than in the background. To generate the increments, the data void network's cycling was interrupted after 20 days and the single observation assimilated. Note that the background errors for the data void network are relatively large compared to observation errors, resulting a close fit to the observations. The resulting analysis increment for 3D-Var ( = 1.0; Fig. 6 ) was relatively confined and produced u analysis increments in a dumbbell shape, similar to increments shown in PD92.
As decreased (Fig. 7) , the location of the maximum increment was actually shifted to a few grid points east of the observation location, a negative u increment was found just south of the observation location, and a spatially complicated v increment was observed. The background error estimate generated from the ensemble correlation structure suggested that when stronger zonal winds were observed at that location, the entire core of the jet should be displaced further north, weakening the zonal winds south of the observation.
Notice also in Fig. 7 that there are positive increments in the eastern part of the domain, far from the location of the observation. Increasing the ensemble size to 100 members (Fig. 8) demonstrates that these analysis increments far from the observation are largely spurious. Additional ensemble members improve the background error covariance estimates and reduce the increments to near zero.
CONCLUSIONS
A prototype hybrid 3D-Var-ensemble Kalman filter analysis scheme was demonstrated here. This hybrid scheme was shown to produce a reduced-error set of analyses relative to using 3D-Var. This scheme allowed the relative weighting between ensemblebased covariances and 3D-Var covariances to be adjusted according to the size of the ensemble to minimize the subsequent error characteristics. Generally, low-to moderate (relatively equal weightings of ensemblebased and 3D-Var background error covariances) were shown to be optimal for small ensembles, and small (primarily ensemble-based covariances) are optimal for larger ensembles. Using higher apparently reduces both appropriate and inappropriate long-distance correlations but forces correlations nearby the observations to be inappropriately isotropic. Use of < 0:1 was not described here, but caused serious problems for small ensembles.
Networks with fewer observations showed more improvement over the 3D-Var control than networks with higher densities of observations. More ensemble members generally reduced the analysis errors by providing a better estimate of flow-dependent background error covariances.
